Sb Nanoparticles Anchored on Nitrogen-Doped Amorphous Carbon-Coated Ultrathin CoSx Nanosheets for Excellent Performance in Lithium-Ion Batteries.
Compared to single-component materials, hybrid materials with various components display superior electrochemical performance. In this work, two-dimensional CoSx@NC@Sb nanosheets assembled by ultrathin CoSx nanosheets (∼4 nm) and a thin layer of N-doped amorphous carbon (NC) combined with colloidlike Sb nanoparticles are designed and synthesized via a solvothermal route accompanied by a carbonization and Sb deposition procedure. If applied in lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), the hybrids exhibit a specific capacity of 960 mA h g-1 at the 100th cycle at 0.1 A g-1. Moreover, the reversible capacity still maintains at 494 mA h g-1 after 500 cycles at a high rate of 10 A g-1. All enhanced electrochemical properties of the hybrids are attributed to the synergistic effect of the two components and their unique structural features, which can effectively increase the electrical conductivity, shorten the pathway of Li+ diffusion, accommodate the volume variation, and inhibit the aggregation and pulverization of the electrode. We believe that the current work can provide a new strategy for designing and fabricating high-performance anode materials for LIBs.